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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Profit Center
B. Projekt (PSP Element)
C. Kostenstelle
D. Fertigungsauftrag
E. Arbeitsplatz
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2

You need to prepare the environment to ensure that the web
administrators can deploy the web apps as quickly as possible.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Scenario:
1. Web administrators will deploy Azure web apps for the
marketing department.
2. Each web app will be added to a separate resource group.
3. The initial configuration of the web apps will be identical.
4. The web administrators have permission to deploy web apps to
resource groups.
Steps:
1 --&gt; Create a resource group, and then deploy a web app to
the resource group.
2 --&gt; From the Automation script blade of the resource group
, click Add to Library.
3 --&gt; From the Templates service, select the template, and
then share the template to the web administrators .
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/t
emplates/quickstart-create-templates-use-the-portal

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which mechanism allows tenants to interconnect across an
overlay network?
A. EBGP connections
B. tunnels
C. subnets
D. P2P OSPF adjacencies
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You've been brought in as solutions architect to assist an
enterprise customer with their migration of an e-commerce
platform to Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) The previous
architect has already deployed a 3-tier VPC.
The configuration is as follows: VPC vpc-2f8t&gt;C447 IGVV
ig-2d8bc445 NACL acl-2080c448
Subnets and Route Tables: Web server's subnet-258Dc44d
Application server's suDnet-248bc44c Database server's
subnet-9189c6f9
Route Tables: rrb-218DC449 rtb-238bc44b
Associations: subnet-258bc44d: rtb-2i8bc449 Subnet-248DC44C

rtb-238tX44b subnet-9189c6f9 rtb-238Dc 44b
You are now ready to begin deploying EC2 instances into the VPC
Web servers must have direct access to the internet Application
and database servers cannot have direct access to the internet.
Which configuration below will allow you the ability to
remotely administer your application and database servers, as
well as allow these servers to retrieve updates from the
Internet?
A. Add a route from rtD-238bc44D to igw-2d8bc445 and add a
bastion and NAT instance within suonet-248bc44c.
B. Create a bastion and NAT Instance in subnet-248bc44c and add
a route from rtb238bc44b to subnet-258bc44d.
C. Create a bastion and mat instance in suDnet-258Dc44d and add
a route from rtD238Dc44D to the mat instance.
D. Create a bastion and MAT Instance In subnet-258bc44d. Add a
route from rtb-238bc44b to igw-2d8bc445. And a new NACL that
allows access between subnet-258bc44d and subnet-248bc44c.
Answer: B
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